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About This Game

Go Go Electric Samurai is a competitive multiplayer arena shooter. It's hockey, in spaceships, on an obstacle course, with
psychedelic visuals and a pulse-pounding soundtrack. Players go head to head in 1v1 to 3v3 setups and try to get the ball in the

opposing team's net while shooting down enemy players.

Each ship comes with its own set of strengths and weaknesses. Some will have more speed and maneuverability while others will
have more defence to withstand shots.

The game is built with a community in mind and so we're looking to you for feedback on what power-ups/features you'd like to
see in the game. The game is also supported with community tournaments, including a launch tournament that has a $1,000

prize pool. Check out gogoelectricsamurai.ca for tournament details.
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Title: Go Go Electric Samurai
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hexagon Games, NAMI TENTOU
Publisher:
Hexagon Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 200 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 400 MB available space
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go go electric samurai. go go electric samurai

I love the variety of space ships you can be all with their unique abilities, and the music is awesome! My only issue is their isn't
really any people online you can play with, cause the game's kinda small at the moment, but yeah overall I really like it!. i'm
playing if anyone wanna play its really fun. Honestly.
For a name that screams 'FAST' its pretty god damn slow.... From the half-hour of the single-player 'practice' mode I've played,
this game controls well, looks good and is fun.
However, it'd be a hell of a lot more fun if the playerbase had more than 10 people since getting an online game is literally
impossible, currently.
Aside from that, I can see potential and I hope to see the game grow.. Great game to play with mates. From the half-hour of the
single-player 'practice' mode I've played, this game controls well, looks good and is fun.
However, it'd be a hell of a lot more fun if the playerbase had more than 10 people since getting an online game is literally
impossible, currently.
Aside from that, I can see potential and I hope to see the game grow.
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